«Z. Let q: CP^-^HP
H, n+ *(HP°°; Z)).
Corolary 2 (cf. [7] , [6] 00 . Then Image h is generated by f(n-l, Remark. It Is already known that Im A is generated by ((2ri)l/a(n))fi n [7] 9 [6] , Our result is that these come from maps from 2**HP~ to HP~. Moreover such maps can be chosen as follows. Let/=/(2, 1) and /'=/(!, 1). Then if 7i is odd ? we can take the ((»-l)/2)-fold iterated composition of/, and if ?2 is even, we can take the composite of the map /' with the ((n-2)/2)-fold iterated composition of/.
Let QP n be the quaternionic quasi-projective space of dimension 4/2-1.
Then using the result of Kono [5] , we have such that
where as spectra,
and ft i is corresponding to the 4l-dimensional cell
The applications of the results in this paper will appear in [3] ,
The author thanks M. Imaoka for valuable conversations with him- §2 S The Segal-Becker Theorem and the Construction of f(n, s)
Let BSp (resp. BU) be the classifying space of stable quaternionic (resp. complex) vector bundles. Let j: HP°°-*BSp (resp. j c : CP°°-^BU) be the classifying map of the canonical quaternionic (resp 0 complex) line bundle £ (resp 77). Proof. It is enough to show in rational homology. Then it is easy to prove the above Lemma by using the Segal-Becker theorem and the definition of the adjoint map. Q.E.D.
Let K(X) (resp. KSp(X)) be the reduced complex ^T-theory (resp. the reduced symplectic jK-theory). The following lemma is well-known: The commutativity of the diagram (II) follows from [5] . Therefore the above diagram commutes. Thus taking adjoints we have the following commutative diagram in the stable category:
Lemma 2.2. Let c'lKSp^HP^-^K^HP 00 ) be the complexification homomorphism. Then c' is monic and the image of c' is a free abelian group generated by a(n+s-T)t 2n z s for s^l, where a(i) is 2 if i is odd and is 1 if i is even, t^K(&) is a standard generator, t*<=K(S* n ), z=c'(£)-2^K(HP°°) and z n <=K(HP°°).

Now we shall construct the map f(n, s). Define f(n, s)
As is well-known [4] , there is a cofibering;
CP°° -> HP°° -> 2^°° , Now the rest of the proof is easily verified.
